




A collection of washbasins,
cabinets and mirrors featuring
geometric and sinuous lines, born 
from a balance of basic and classic 
shapes such as circles, semi-circles 
and parallelepipeds, creating a 
game of volumes in a succession 
of full and empty spaces. Freely 
inspired by early twentieth century 
Art Déco, the collection takes 
refined suggestions from that era 
and reworks them with the taste 
and sensitivity of a contemporary 
perspective.
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Founded in 2008 by German designer Ellen 
Bernhardt and Italian interior designer Paola 
Vella, Bernhardt-Vella is an interior design 
studio based in Milan.
Their starting point is research as a maieutic 
process. Taking inspiration from the art world, 
the masters of the past and architecture, 
they create their distinguishable and always 
personal style.

“We’ve translated a serene 
and discreet elegance into 
purity, balance of lines 
and shapes, lightness and 
airiness. Probably our 
more feminine side turning 
into a sweet, soft, but also 
contemporary and pragmatic 
sign.”

Talk with designers
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Ellen Bernhardt and
Paola Vella

Bernhardt
& Vella
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Washbasins
& Cabinets

Nouveau washbasin is characterised by asymmetrical shapes with bold 
edges that serve as practical support surfaces. It can be wall mounted or 
a countertop - supported by a metal structure that elegantly defines its 
shape. The structure is available in brushed bronze, satin-finish brass or 
matt black finishes and can be combined with various accessories such 
as towel rails, wooden drawers, marble or stone storage tops to offer a 

functional and complete product.
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With Nouveau, for the first time Ex.t inserts the colour in a collection of 
LivingTec washbasins. The first colour proposal is Rosa Cipria, a refined 

and antique colour.
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Com-
positions

Modular systems that can be composed 
and recomposed endlessly.







Make your own
composition!
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Matt black finish, Calacatta Vagli marble
& varnished ash
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Mirrors

Five mirrors featuring clean and simple lines refined 
by geometric brass details are elegant accessories to 

enrich Nouveau collection.
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Nouveau oval mirror stands out for its brass frame that 
extends over the glass surface turning into a small shelf as a 

delicate and functional detail. 
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Nouveau Round mirror
is available in 2 sizes - 70 and 90 
cm diameter - featuring a black 
varnished frame and delicate 

cylinder, sphere and semicircle 
shaped brass details to refine the 

design.
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Ex.t is an Italian design brand for bathroom furniture 

that holds the “made in Italy” craftsmanship ethos as its 

core value. Modularity, versatility and functionality are 

the main features that Ex.t continues to offer in bathroom 

furnishings, achieving this through the creative approach 

of its international designers coming from the home design 

world.

The bathroom becomes a dynamic living space, able to 

transform and renew itself continuously, following the 

rhythms of contemporary living. The results are original 

solutions adaptable to different environments, different 

space needs and functionalities with special care and 

attention to the finest details.

Ex.t

"Our products are 
unique pieces with a 
versatile soul, made 
with love to live long"



Arco / console Stand / bathtub
Nudo / modular system

Plateau / freestanding basin
Nouveau / mirror



Raso / lamps Felt / modular system Rest / small armchair
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